
Faculty of Human Culture, Kyrgyz-Russia Slavic University(KRSU) 

Special Course on Asian Community 

Year-Round Course for 2013/2014 

 

Autumn Semester 2013 

 

#01  An introduction to a better understanding of “Asian Community” 

(4 September) Vladimir Ploskih (Vice-President of the National Academy of Science, Professor of KRSU) 

 

#02  Ideas of keeping and empowering of peace and cooperation between people of Asia found in 

(11 September)    the works of prominent writers, poets and philosophers of East. 

         Vladimir Ploskih 

 

#03  Central Asia as cultural and infrastructural hub between Asian countries. 

(18 September) Vladimir Ploskih 

 

#04  Building Asian community using Europian Union example 

(25 September) Vladimir Ploskih 

 

#05  Religion-Civilization fundament as a factor of uniting Eastern states 

(2 October) Djenish Dzhunushaliev (Professor, Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University) 

 

#06  Asian countries: chose a way of development and cooperation   

(13 October) Djenish Dzhunushaliev 

 

＃07  Political unstable factors of the Eastern states in XXI: mutual help and solutions 

(16 October) Djenish Dzhunushaliev 

 

#08  Contribution of JICA into social, economic and cultural development of the Central Asia 

(23 October) Zainidin Kurmanov (Professor, Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University) 

   

#09  Japan – as example of development and as convergence point for Asian countries. 

(30 October) Zainidin Kurmanov 

 

#10  The role Eastern civilization in the modern global process of modernization 

(6 November) Zainidin Kurmanov 

 

#11  The place and role of Central Asia in the creation of a united Asian community 

(13 November) Men Dmitry (Professor, Kazakh National Pedagogical University) 

 

#12  Kazakhstan and states of South-East Asia: trade and economic cooperation 

(20 November) Men Dmitry 

 

#13  Building of The New Great Silk Road for the development and uniting of nations of Asia 

(27 November) Valentine Voropaeva (Professor, Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University) 

 

#14  Buddhism – religion of peace, cooperation and uniting of Asian nations 

(4 December) Valentine Voropaeva 

 

#15  Singapore - an example of development for Kyrgyzstan 

(11 December) Askar Dzhakishev (Professor, Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University) 

 

#16  Economic collaboration between the states of Central and South-Eastern Asia in modern  

(18 December) period as important factor for uniting and convergence 

  Askar Dzhakishev 

 

#17  End of term exam 

(25 December)  

 

 



Spring Semester 2014 

 

#18  Ways of harmonization of ethno-politics process in the countries of Asia through meeting  

(5 February)     points , conferences, cooperation between people and dialogues. 

         Askar Dzhakishev (Professor, Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University) 

 

#19  The principals of building cultural, political and economical bridges between states of Asia 

(12 February) Askar Dzhakishev 

 

#20  Political collaboration between the states of Central and South-Eastern Asia nowadays 

(19 February) Askar Dzhakishev 

 

#21  Ways of Communications as an important factor of integration in Asian countries 

(26 February) Nina Kharchenko (Professor, Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University) 

   

#22  Mix between cultures of Asian nations for mutual understanding and creating of multi-cultual 

(5 March)       Asian society 

         Nina Kharchenko 

 

#23  Resolving of problems on the disputed territories, demarcation and delimitation of the borders  

(12 March) between the countries of Asia as foundation for uniting. 

  Nina Kharchenko 

 

#24  Integration process and enrich in Eastern historical-cultural space   

(19 March) Nina Kharchenko 

 

#25  Cultural interaction of nomad and rice civilizations 

(26 March) Gulnura Dzhunushalieva (Professor, Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University) 

 

#26  Problems of collaboration between Asian states in preservation cultural heritage 

(2 April)  Gulnura Dzhunushalieva 

 

#27  Water issues in Asia: using Japanese experience for rational use of water resources 

(9 April)  Gulnura Dzhunushalieva 

 

#28  Traditional Asian clothes and modern trends as convergence factor 

(16 April)  Gulnura Dzhunushalieva 

 

#29  Traditional Asian dishes nowadays as convergence and cultural understanding factor 

(23 April)  Gulnura Dzhunushalieva 

 

#30  Traditional Asian houses and modernity as convergence factor 

(30 April)  Gulnura Dzhunushalieva 

 

#31  Commons and specialties in the mentality of the population of Asia 

(7 May)  Gulnura Dzhunushalieva 

 

#32  Buddhism and Central Asia History 

(14 May)  Askar Dzhakishev 

 

#33  Lecture from United Asia Fund representive 

(21 May)       

 

#34  Advice for students 

(28 May)  All teachers 

 

#35  End of term exam 

(4 June)         Askar Dzhakishev 

 

*Note* Lectures are subject to change according to lecturers’ convenience. 


